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Main goals of public organizations

- Expansion of navigating technologies application in different areas
- Assistance in business expansion
- Market saturation by the qualitative goods and services

Public organization

Association
GLONASS/GNSS-Forum
Organization’s activity with government institutions, commercial companies and public organizations

- Federal executive authorities
- Legislative authorities
- Matchmaking
- Non-profit organizations
- Individuals
- Public organization
- Public authorities of the subjects RF
- Research for business partners
- Commercial companies
- Association GLONASS/GNSS-Forum
Organization of public events

- International satellite navigation forum

- Exhibitions with participation of leading companies and experts in the field of navigation
Organization of public events

- Workshops focused on popularization of navigating technologies
- Panel discussions concerning all aspects of navigating activity
Organization of public events

Organization of international business meetings for suppliers and consumers of navigating products
Public access to the information

- The list of standard legal documents in the field of navigation
- The catalog of GLONASS-based navigating equipment
- The results of analytical activity: analytical reports, statistics
- Current news in the field of navigation and related profiles
Public access to the information

- Information concerning certification of navigating equipment
- Information concerning professional training and skills improvement in the field of navigation and related profiles
- Information concerning international cooperation
- Reference and contact information

www.aggf.ru
Electronic and printing periodicals

- Specialized articles oriented on wide audience
- Analytical reports
- Preparation of scientific oriented magazine
The catalog of equipment

- All types of GLONASS/GPS-based equipment according to the application:
  - PND
  - land vehicle
  - marine and river crafts
  - railway transport
  - air transport
  - space-based equipment
  - surveying equipment
  - functional augmentations of system

- Solutions based on navigating user’s equipment
- Designers and producers of GLONASS/GPS-based systems
Informing and legal support

- Consultations concerning navigation and navigating technologies application
- Mass media communications:
  - Comments to the events
  - News in the field of navigation “first-hand”
  - Information materials concerning navigating technologies application in the different fields of economy
- Legal support to Association members
The quality of user’s equipment

- Voluntary certification system
  - User’s equipment
  - Navigating equipment and services
  - Quality management system
Association
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